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ABSTRAK

Reza Yudha K.P. 2015 Ennis Del Marâ€™s Moral Anxiety as found in Annie Proulxâ€™s
Brokeback Mountain. English Study Program, Dian Nuswantoro University.
Adviser: Haryati Sulistyorini, S.S., M. hum.

This study is aimed to analyze moral anxiety of Ennis Del mar. The researcher
used descriptive qualitative method to find out development of moral anxiety in
Ennis Del mar character after his father to look two people died because he
made affair. The data collected were analyzed by close reading the novel. In
qualitative research the data are not number or chord but in the form of word.
So, the researcher presents all the data by the quotation through general
description, conflict, and setting. The result of this research shows that Ennis Del
marâ€™s moral anxiety trigger him to survive in society at that time. That in the
analysis it is divided into two sections, the first is thought. It subdivided into
anxiety, description, and interpretation. In this section, Ennis del mar gets many
intrusive thought after his father to look him about two peopleâ€™s death. Because
of that his anxiety was showing up along memory about it. Second is action. It
subdivided into distress or frustrated and consequences. In this his anxiety grows
in the peak and revealed in conflict along with the main Ennis Del marâ€™s anxiety
to survive in society.

Kata Kunci : Ennis Del Mar, Moral anxiety, Psychological approach, Structural
approach
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